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Android system apps running in background notification

The frustrating problem with any smartphone is the battery that drains faster than you expect. Having recharged for a day after a full charge at night is always a sad feeling. Maybe you've also noticed your device slowing down, too. Problems often have the same cause. Background apps can use your battery and resources. Some applications may not be very well optimized, some may be malware, or some
may just have an error. Don't be afraid! Turning off these rogue background apps just takes a bit of know-how. Some of these step-by-step guides will be very familiar if you are a power user, but we hope there is much to learn for everyone. Either way, the first step is to identify any problems and stop these unwanted background applications. The latest version of Android has great power management
features that place restrictions on background apps and therefore extend your phone's battery life. One is called Adaptive Battery, which uses machine learning to figure out which apps you'll be using in the next few hours and which ones you won't use later, if at all today. Based on usage patterns, it places each app in one of the app's five backup buckets: Active, Working Set, Frequent, Rare, and Never.
Each of these buckets has its limitations on the amount of resources it contains can use. Simply put, the app placed in the Never bucket is almost never used, so the system will restrict access to resources such as the processor. This means that it will use a smaller battery. On the other hand, apps in buckets, such as Active, are the ones you use the most and get full access to the system's resources, so
you can expect to get all your notifications on time. The process is automatic and dynamic, which means that the system learns the usage pattern over time and moves applications from one bucket to another accordingly. Check out what drains youBattery: Because battery life is so important, it's well controlled by your Android OS. To take a look at power-absorbing apps, just go to the battery settings of
the battery. You'll get a list of exact two decimal points of what drains your battery. Depending on your device and software, apps will be divided into system or non-system applications, or hardware and software, for example, with this Huawei phone: The more you use certain apps, the higher they will sit on the list. Look for any apps you don't recognize using more than a tiny percentage of your battery. Any
app using more than a few per cent is worth a look at - saving five per cent here or four there will be folded. All that google app or service probably has nothing to worry about and just a natural part of using Android and Google Mobile Services.RAM: Using developer options, you can also check which apps dominate the phone's limited memory, or RAM. It's possible that the app doesn't use a lot of battery
life, but when you're only working with 2GB of RAM and the app you're not using takes up a few hundred MB, it's this you lack free memory. You can check it out in a few different ways, but here's a sure-looking winner who works in Android Pie, Oreo, and below: Go to the settings of the zgt; system qgt; about the phone. Scroll down and find the build number, then tap it seven times. This will allow the
developer's settings on your device and you will see a notification that this has happened. Now go back to the system and you'll be able to choose developer options from there. Then go to the Settings of the developer's processes (or the settings of the system's zgt; the parameters of the start-up service.) Here you can view what processes work, use and available RAM, and which applications are using it.
Again, some of these services are essential to keep your phone running. You should first of all be looking for demanding apps that you have downloaded personally. If this method doesn't work to unlock developer settings, just do a Google search of your phone model and developer options unlock. Stop the app, kill it or delete you can manage these processes in a number of ways. Find the app in
Developer Options and stop it once you've identified an app that drains the battery or devours free RAM, there are several ways to stop it dead, and then consider limiting it or scattering it. The first one includes the developer's options for the service method that we described above. Notice how Messenger uses RAM through three separate services. Clicking on any app and clicking Stop will stop it from
running and free up RAM. Be careful if you stop any important service just through testing or by mistake, you can smash the phone. It just needs a reboot, but it's a bit of a pain. Find the app, Force Stop/UninstallOnce you have identified your apps, it may be worth checking out all the apps you have installed and giving them once. Go to the app settings and notifications of the apps.You'll see your apps
downloaded in alphabetical order, and from here you can click on any app and decide on the power to stop or delete it. As before, Force Stop can cause an accident, but you'll be fine after the restart. Limiting problem appsIf you want to continue using an app that appears to have high demand, you can limit what it can do. Some Samsung and Huawei phones include OS options for app management. In
battery settings, Huawei offers the Launch Of Apps option, which allows you to identify specific applications, limit launches, and install energy-saving measures. Samsung also offers an energy-saving option to help manage apps. If you don't have access to a patented built-in option, of course, good apps to help. A perennial favorite is Greenify, which offers subtle control over applications and places them in
hibernation. If you have a rooted phone, you'll have even more control, but it works well with standard devices too. One problem with apps like this is intentionally introducing another app to monitor your device. In our popular post titled 13 tricks and hacks to speed up Android, our very own Adam Sinicki Sinicki that while background apps can kill the battery, background killer apps can slow you down as
well: Downloading an app from nothing takes longer and uses more battery than switching to one that is suspended. If you open an app that requires more memory, Android will automatically kill the least important ones to make room. Killer tasks can actually end up slowing your device down. What's next? Android is just around the corner and we expect that Google will continue to upgrade android's ability
to undo any apps that make your life harder. The first developer preview has already been released, but it doesn't show any new energy saving methods. We'll probably hear more about this as soon as Google officially announces its next version of Android.Related: On Android Oreo, the notification that was annoying users had the app running in the background notification. It appears whenever certain
apps run in the background or overlay on the screen, such as Facebook Messenger or Twilight. The notification principle is good, but it is not. The notification cannot be removed and cannot be disabled, so you should put up with it by taking away the screen space in your notifications. That is, of course, if you are not willing to work around it. Although you can't permanently disable a notification without root
access, you can effectively defer the notification so you never see it again. Annoying constant notification in Android Oreo that we want hideHiding App running in the background Notification in Android OreoMethod 1 - EasyA developer named iboalali has released an app specifically to block exactly this notification. The app is also completely open source! It only works on English devices, at least for now,
but the developer is likely to add support to other languages as translations are added. All you have to do is install the app, turn on the listener's permission notification, and it will keep the notification blocked! Method 2 - RECOMMENDED AutoApps, Joao Dias, has informed us that it has released an update to its AutoNotification app that allows you to block this (and other) notifications without the need for
Tasker. Also, it went ahead and made this new feature a free feature in its app, so you can enjoy not seeing the app running in the background notification without spending a dime. All you have to do is download AutoNotification from the Google Play Store. We recommend this method because, unlike the aforementioned app, it works with all languages, and it also works to help remove any other Android
System notifications that you want to get rid of, such as drawing over SystemUI one or USB charging/debugging notifications. You just need to specify which The word you navigate in the title/text filter. Developer: Joaomgcd Price: Free to finally watch this short video tutorial provided by Mr. Diaz that will walk you to you how to block the Android System notification using your app. Method 3 - HardThis fix
was made by Marco Stornelli, who is the developer of many free Tasker plugins in the BaldApps family. As published in this Reddit thread and shared below with its permission, this fix entails the use of the Tasker automation app, as well as one of The Tasker Marco's plugins called Listener Notification.First, download these two apps. You will need Tasker because it is necessary for the notification listener
to do their job, which in this case, will be to get rid of background services constant notification. Developer: Joaomgcd Price: $3.49 Next, you want to import the Tasker profile that Marco provided. Download it here and then follow the screenshots below to find out how to import it and customize it! Step 1: Go to Step 2: Click on Import Step 3: Go to XML Step 4: Click to import step 5: See if it's imported
While the task has been imported, you can run it to defer notification. It doesn't work in downloading however, so follow the next steps below to learn how to run this task in download to block the notification automatically. Step 6: Go to Profiles Step 7: Click on Step 8: Select Event Step 9: Select Start Monitor Step 10: Click Back Step 11: Select Snooze Task that we imported Step 12: Ready And now that
you restart the device, the profile should work in download (well, not quite in download, how technically it works when the Tasker monitoring service starts, which is a few seconds after the start of other downloads) In case it doesn't work, it's possible that an Android notification appears after the task is already up and running. In this case, you can manually run the task when you download, but developer
Marco recommends changing the query to add a longer timeout, such as 3 minutes. You can also add a Wait action at the beginning of a task and use an equally long timeout. In case you only want to block this particular Android System notification (and not anything else it can post), you can instead change your profile to be a Notification Listener event with a posted condition, with the app targeting the
Android system and the name matching the background. Note the use of asterisks there - it is a wildcard that corresponds to any text surrounding the term background and thus will only match if the Android system is an app running in the background notice. Explanation From the root, there is no way to actually prevent the Android System from displaying a persistent app running in the background
notification in Android 8.0 Oreo. Looking at the source code for ForegroundServiceController, its and ForegroundServiceDialog doesn't really show anything that we can take advantage of. To our knowledge, there is no command or editing of the system's properties that we can use to manage the launch of this service or not. It seems that Diana's Dungeon (probably Google inside is a joke with a reference
to a senior Android Android engineer Hackborn) is not something we can easily avoid. However, using any of the above methods is a relatively simple workaround for the problem. Each of these methods requests an Android System notification, which is a permanent notification created by the Android Framework app (the name of the Android package). If it exists, then it snoozes a notification from the
Android system for an absurdly long time. This modification, by the way, is quite safe, as Android System usually does not provide any other notifications. Notifications.
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